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KEY ELEMENTS OF WORKING WITH GROUPS
We know ourselves principally in relation to “other”. We are unable to see our own shadow so well as others, for
we are caught in our ego-consciousness. Group therapy offers a setting where regression, projection, and other
defense mechanisms are activated in group members giving rise to the possibility of seeing oneself in ways that
invite powerful growth. The group leader is also part of this journey as the collective and individual souls meet.
In this presentation, Don Scully will offer
therapists an in-depth overview of group
therapy by distinguishing between
different types of groups, different levels of
intimacy within the group, and different
types of leadership roles. Don also will
share ideas about how to market groups. In
addition, he will present an opportunity to
experience a group from start to finish in
the months following his presentation.

May 8th RECAMFT Meeting
10:30 - 11:00 social & sign in
11:00 – 1:00 meeting
Key Elements of Working with Groups
Don Scully, M.F.T.
O dd Fellows T emple/ Mercer Hall, 545 Pacific Avenue, Santa Rosa
IF THE PARKING LOT IS FULL, YOU CAN PARK AT THE J.C.GARAGE ACROSS MENDOCINO

After graduating in religious studies with a
AVE.FOR $3 OR ASK PERMISSION TO PARK AT THE EGGAN AND LANCE MORTUARY. IF
YOU DO NOT ASK THE COST OF TOWING IS $225.
Masters of Divinity, Don served as pastor
for a series of churches in Seattle,
Washington before he became an assistant
May 29th, 2009
Professor of Religion at Pacific Union
College. Then, he returned to school and
Accelerated Experiential Dynamic
obtained a MA in Clinical Psychology at
Psychotherapy Workshop
John F. Kennedy University. He worked at
Karen Pando-Mars, MFT & David Mars, Ph.D., MFT
the St. Helena Hospital and Health Center
Petaluma Community Center
as clinical supervisor and as Director of
Alcohol and Chemical Recovery Program.
June 12th, 2009
In 1996, he returned to teaching. This time
Treating Axis II Disorders, Clinical Techniques
he taught Psychology classes at Napa
College. He also started his private practice
Wendy Wheelwright, M.F.T.
which has continued for 22 years. Between
1992 and 1994, Don served as the
president elect and co-president of our
very own RECAMFT. Impressively, he received one of just two CAMFT Distinguished Clinical Member Awards given
in 1995. Besides being a member of CAMFT, Don belongs to the American Group Psychotherapy Association and
the American Association of Marriage and Family Therapists.
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President’s Message
Susan Hartz, MFT

“It’s May! It’s May! The
lusty month of May!” sings
Guenevere in the musical Camelot.
Think May Pole, May Day, Cinco de
Mayo, flowers, trees in full leaf,
longer and longer days. The sun
comes up at a different angle,
brighter than the bleak light of even the warmest winter
day. Even in a dry year things are still green in May and
the earth seems to burst with life and new energy.
Getting outside to feel the gentle air, see the vivid
colors, and smell the many fragrances promotes
emotional, spiritual, and physical healing and reminds
us of the cyclical nature of things. Here in Sonoma
County even in hard economic times there is much to
enjoy in the natural world for free or little cost:
Armstrong Woods, Spring Lake, the many parks we are
blessed with, the coast, vineyards, birds creating nests,
wild flowers along our rural roads. Each year I look
forward to the showy flower clusters on the wild
buckeye, found in abundance throughout the west
county. May first is also the time when the Celtic
celebration of Beltane occurs, the festival of fertility and
new growth, based on a belief that humans cooperate
with nature to help assure the return of the earth’s
fecundity. I wonder how our world would look today if
this attunement to and respect for earth’s rhythms had
continued to be primary in our consideration. I see hope
in the movement to go green that has picked up tempo
and urgency as we acknowledge our responsibility in
assuring the replenishment (and conversely, depletion)
of our planet.

openings on the board and committees also, especially
a President-Elect and Membership Chair, so if you are
feeling an urge to make a longer term commitment, by
all means step up. I would like to welcome our newest
volunteer, Debbie Oliver, who has joined the Programs
Committee; thank you Debbie. And, last but certainly
not least I want to thank Bettina O’Brien who is
stepping down from the Membership Chair for her
contribution to the chapter this past year.
Let’s join together in spirit if not in person to
throw off the winter blahs.
Wishing you a merry May!
Susan Hartz is in private practice in Santa Rosa. She can be
reached at 538-2011
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One of the ways I find to re-energize myself as a
therapist is to learn new and interesting ways to think
about our work. Which leads me into making another
pitch for our Spring workshop coming May 29, an
introduction to AEDP. It promises to be a lively day full
of interesting and educational material, plus a place to
network with friends and meet new people. You should
have received our flyer by now, and if you didn’t get a
chance to read Gail Van Buuren’s article in the April
newsletter, I recommend it. If you are feeling reenergized, come help out. There are a number of tasks
for the workshop that don’t require much time, and it’s
a way to help assure the day goes smoothly. We have

Michael Krikorian
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The Therapist Stance
in Accelerated Experiential
Dynamic Psychotherapy

with this knowing. When this basic trust doesn’t
happen early in life, which is more often than not the
case with clients who appear in our offices, the
therapeutic relationship becomes the vehicle through
which we help our clients develop such trust with
another and within themselves.

by Karen Pando-Mars, MFT
AEDP Institute Faculty Member

Another powerful element of AEDP is its recognition of
transformance. “Transformance is the motivational
counterpart of resistance: it is driven by hope and the
search for vitalizing positive affects that accompany all
adaptive change processes” (Fosha 2008). So as an
AEDP therapist inviting my client into a healing
relationship process, my therapeutic stance also
includes affirming the client, noticing glimmers of hope
and courage: evidence of our human nature that is
wired to grow and to connect. This provides an antidote
to shame: strength to explore the dark places and faith
in an emergent process. Throughout this journey, the
AEDP therapist helps her clients explicitly and willingly,
being sensitive about when to lead and when to follow.
AEDP has given me a valuable map that as a therapist
makes my internal base more secure as I recognize the
markers along the way for transformation and healing.

Recently, someone described to me the opening scene
of Tony Soprano’s initial psychotherapy session on the
TV hit series “The Sopranos”. Tony walks into the
office, and the therapist stands between two chairs. He
looks at her inquiring which place to sit. She shrugs her
shoulders, indicating, “It’s up to you.” As he sits, and
she sits, they stare at each other in silence. She awaits
his opening remarks.
Now, some may see these initial moments as a typical
way to begin a therapeutic encounter. The therapist
provides little structure, and is open-handed, allowing
the client to choose for himself where and how to begin
his therapy. And, why not?
From an AEDP perspective, these initial moments are
precious beginnings in which the AEDP therapist would
set out to establish a secure base with his or her new
client. When I imagine the above scenario, I want to
orient the client to my office by welcoming him and
showing him there is a place for him. The experiences
which drive clients to seek therapy, are often distressing
enough, and the choice to go to therapy is often
experienced as a huge risk. I want to minimize anxiety
that stems from this initial orienting by providing
guidance that helps the client to get started. By being
engaged, interested, and providing a comforting
structure, I convey the felt experience that the client
and I can relate to each other and get to the heart of his
problems.

I look forward to sharing more with you about this
lovely model of transformative process on May 29,
2009…
Fosha, D. (2008) Transformance, Recognition of Self by Self, and Effective
Action. In K.J.Schneider (Ed.) Existential-Integrative Psychotherapy:
Guideposts to the Core of Practice, pp.290-320. New York: Routledge.

Karen Pando-Mars ,MFT is also Co-Director of the Center for
Transformative Therapies in San Rafael where she offers individual
and couple psychotherapy and consultation for therapists. She is an
adjunct faculty at Dominican University in San Rafael.

Karen Pando-Mars & David Mars
Two of the most powerful tenets of AEDP are to
establish a foundation of safety and to undo aloneness.
The therapeutic stance is one of attuned and engaged
empathy. The therapist is transparent, willing to see
and be seen. Meaning, I take delight in greeting my
clients when they arrive. I show my caring for them. I
am usually happy to see them and I allow this pleasure
to be known. In her book, Diana Fosha talks about
“existing in the mind and heart of another.” In a secure
attachment relationship this happens naturally.
Children who grow up with an attuned and sensitive
caregiver who is available and responsive come to feel
basic trust in their capacity to be held by another.
Throughout their lives they can comfort themselves

Will be presenting AEDP theory and
techniques with individuals and couples
ON MAY 29TH AT THE
PETALUMA COMMUNITY CENTER
For more information and to download
a registration form, go to
www.recamft.org
or
call 575-0596
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What You Missed

RECAMFT Ethics Discussion Group

By Christine Erickson
The group gathered on Friday, April 3rd for its quarterly
meeting. We enjoyed discussing ethical and legal issues
presented by attendees from their own clinical practices. As
is often the case, the allotted time ran out well before we
could cover all that interested us, including specific questions
from outside sources. We decided to extend future meetings
by 30 minutes to two full hours. After the summer break the
next meeting will be on Friday September 18th from 1:00 to
3:00 pm.

th

On April 10 Bret Lyon, Ph.D. presented at our general
REAMFT meeting on the topic: Healing Shame. Bret
began by describing his own personal experience with
shame, as an infant and as an adult. He went on to
explain how shame, historically, has not been dealt with
in the mainstream of psychological thought. Bret
detailed the process of shame formation in infancy,
distinguishing between healthy and unhealthy shame,
and explained how unhealthy shame can lead to
relationship problems in adulthood.
Bret spoke about the therapy situation as being “an
intrinsically shattering situation” for a client with
unresolved shame issues and outlined therapeutic
approaches for effectively dealing with a client’s shame
in both individual therapy and couples therapy. He
described shame as a form of trauma and pointed out
the differences between shame and other emotions
such as guilt, grief and remorse. Bret did a
demonstration, using a volunteer from the group, which
highlighted the points from his talk. He emphasized the
importance of trusting yourself as a therapist as well as
stopping and self-correcting as needed. He also
stressed the importance of “resourcing” or pointing to
the client’s strengths. There was a lot of discussion
during the presentation and Bret generously answered
questions from attendees.

RECAMFT members are welcome to attend, even on a drop-in
basis. You may find yourself wanting to consult on a
particular case with colleagues who have a special interest in
the ethical matters that so regularly arise. If so, please call
me in advance so that adequate meeting space can be
arranged. Thank you.
Coralia Serafim, MFT has a private practice in Petaluma and can be
reached at 781-0133.

Ethics Group Meeting
The Ethics Group meets once each in the Fall, Winter,
and Spring. Topics for group discussion are generated
from our own clinical practices or by an issue that has
come up for one of us. For example, we discussed how
to create and put in place a Clinical Practice Will, which
we all should have.
Our meetings are informative and stimulating and
RECAMFT members are invited to attend. No ongoing
commitment is required.
Next Meeting –September 18th, 2009
1:00 - 3:00 pm
For more information call Coralia Serafim at 781-0133

Older Adults and Disaster
By Margaret Newport
(The rest of the story of a group of older adults whose
mobile home park was devastated by storm and mud.)

Bret responding to a comment from Georgia Berry of RECAMFT

The little white church on the hill above the village
offered a conference room on Wednesdays for one and
one half hours for meetings of a post disaster support
group. The group was initially formed for members of
the mobile home park. Within weeks they were joined
by three families from surrounding areas who had lost
their homes in mud slides. One family had a death.
Another came dangerously close, the mother frantically
dug her young child from the rubble. The third family
barely escaped with the clothes on their backs and their
baby was born only a few days later. The group

I found Bret’s presentation to be fascinating and very
clinically relevant. What I like most about Bret’s work in
general, and about his talks, is that even though his
thoughts and techniques are presented in a very simple
and user-friendly manner, his clinical perspective is
actually very sophisticated, drawing from a number of
psychological perspectives. Thank you, Bret, for taking
the time to share with us some of your latest work on
this important topic.
Christine Erickson, MFT has a private practice in Santa
Rosa and can be reached at 575-1600.
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immediately offered a warm welcome to them. This
increased the core group to an average of 10 to 14
people. There were two facilitators, Frank Lanou, PhD
and myself.
The first months following a disaster of this magnitude
are overwhelming. While individual reactions differ,
some common ones occur such as: sleep disturbances,
startle reflex, confusion, withdrawal, denial, inability to
concentrate, apathy, irritability, memory loss. Many
people feel helpless and fearful, they may not be able to
sleep without lights on all night. They often check the
exits of buildings or rooms as they enter. For some it is
very difficult to talk about the disaster, but most have a
high need to tell their story again and again.
The value of a supportive recovery group is in the
sharing of experiences with people who were there and
really understand each other at a deep level. In sharing,
some of the sense of isolation is dispelled. The intensity
and stress level is gradually reduced. The group
participants are able to recognize and validate feelings.
For example it is common to become so overwhelmed
that one begins to think, "I must be going crazy." The
feeling is a very common one. Group members visited
the lost homes, some took photos, a child asked for and
was given a plant to remember his old home. On
occasion, someone would find a photo or significant
item. They attended a memorial for the person who
died. They seemed to form a surrogate family to
support members. Recovery group meetings provided
consistency and stability in a world that had been
fragmented.
The group discussed disbanding after six months of
meetings. However members decided to continue.
While they felt a sense of survival, most chose to
redefine their needs and goals. There were issues to
resolve. Also the loss of their homes brought attention
to legal problems, insurance, federal loan applications
and FEMA. Many agencies were very helpful. Some
were difficult and complicated. It was almost another
year before the group disbanded. They had a pot luck
and invited family, friends and their facilitators. It was a
celebration for people who had regained a sense of
future and mastery in their lives.
The facilitators agreed that involvement in the group
was a meaningful experience and that while members’
lives may never be the same, neither will ours.
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we run the risk of acting out our emotions in
destructive ways. So too much -- or too little-emotional awareness can be problematic. Feeling
occurs when the brain, the pre-frontal cortex in
particular, recognizes a change in our physical body
state (emotion), and labels that change in terms of
emotion. The mental representation of the
emotion is feeling. Recognizing our own emotions
and representing them cognitively as feelings is
critically important to knowing what our clients are
experiencing at any moment in time. Fine
attunement to the ebb-and-flow of our own
emotions can teach us something about the client’s
inner world. I am speaking about projective
identification. It turns out that this analytic concept
has a neurobiological correlate – the mirror neuron
system.
Neurologist Marco Iacoboni, has described
the mirror-neuron system as allowing our mind to
read the intention of others through non-verbal
cues. During the course of a session, we are
constantly picking up the non-verbal emotional
cues of our clients. Our mirror neuron system,
located in the prefrontal cortex of our brain (the
attachment center), simulates that state in
ourselves. It has been suggested that this system is
the neurological basis of empathy. Many clients
come into therapy valuing intellect over emotion –
reflecting this larger societal value. By reflecting
back to clients what they may be experiencing
emotionally, but are unaware of, we can help them
become more attuned to their own body and
emotional responses within, and, in doing so, their
affect is in better balance with cognition.

Angst in the Face of Economic Meltdown:
How Neurobiology and Attachment
Theory Can Help
By Daniel Jay Sonkin, Ph.D.
The economy is causing many of our clients great
psychological stress. Although the immediate
future may look grim, this is a particularly exciting
time to be a psychotherapist. The proliferation of
new research in such areas as attachment and the
neurosciences means that we are in a much better
position to help clients deal with the stresses and
concerns now facing them.
Attachment Theory
The Russian writer Leo Tolstoy opens his classic
novel, Anna Karenina, with the sentence: "All
happy families resemble one another, each
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way." This
quote captures the essence of attachment theory:
Secure babies are all alike; insecure babies are
unhappy in their own ways. Secure babies have
developed flexible affect regulation skills due to
their caregivers’ skills. Insecure babies develop
inflexible affect regulation strategies as a result of
their caregivers. These problematic strategies fall
into three categories – down-regulators (those
unaware of their emotions); up-regulators (those
overwhelmed by emotions) and those who
experience a collapse of strategies. I am going to
direct my focus to the first two categories, since
they are the most common forms of insecure
attachment.

Flexibility in the Time of Economic Angst
What has attachment theory and the
neurosciences taught us about helping clients in
the midst of this huge social angst? The key is
flexibility – i.e., knowing when a situation needs
calming (down-regulating) and when a situation
needs awareness (up-regulating). Many of our
clients lack flexibility in their affect regulation
strategies (stuck in up or down regulating), and
therefore therapy can help them develop greater
balance.
Individuals who habitually down-regulate
(dismissing attachment) are often unaware of their
emotional reactions to situations. These emotions
are being behaviorally solved outside of
consciousness – which is why they encounter
problems. It is important for them to reconnect
with their body so as to realize that they are

Emotions and Feelings
Neurologist Antonio Damasio has documented that
throughout the day, our bodies are continually
experiencing emotion. We may not be aware these
emotions, but we are having them just the same.
Not being constantly aware of our emotions is
probably a good thing. Although emotions can
provide us with important information about an
event and help us make decisions in daily life, if
emotions are constantly entering consciousness,
they can be distracting from other important tasks
(such as cognition or physical activities) at any
moment in time. Emotions are busy solving
problems and endorsing opportunities without our
even knowing it is happening.
However, because our emotions are
executing solutions outside of our consciousness,
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affected by circumstances, and, as the famous
attachment researcher Mary Main, once said,
“(T)hey need to learn how to talk about their
emotions rather than show their emotions.”
With people who habitually up-regulate
(preoccupied attachment) emotional processes,
the therapist is charged with the task of helping
them learn calming strategies. Both groups need to
achieve flexibility with managing emotions – upregulate when needed and down-regulate when
needed.

May 5150
The May 5150 is a 90 minute Interactive Guided
Imagerysm session with Mimi Rose Bashaw, MFT.
Interactive Guided Imagery is a powerful modality for
helping people to connect with their own resources
through a process of dialogue while in a light trance
state. Mimi’s role in this process is not to provide
better images for people, but to guide them to discover
their own unconscious imagery, and to help them
meaningfully and effectively work with their selfgenerated imagery. This process is capable of bringing
about profound psychological and physiological change,
as it simultaneously empowers and educates. Mimi is a
psychotherapist in private practice in Sebastopol and
Santa Rosa. In addition to working with individuals and
couples, she leads dream groups and transpersonallyoriented women’s groups. She is a certified IGIsm
practitioner and blends Gestalt Therapy, guided
imagery, and elements of ceremony into her work with
clients. Mimi can be reached at 707-775-5909. Many
thanks to Mimi for her generosity.

The Therapist’s Responsibility
Of course, the entire process here begins with
therapists having fine attunement skills and
adaptive affect regulation strategies themselves.
The more attuned we are to our own emotional
processes, the more attuned we will be towards
the client’s emotional processes. Our mirror neuron
system is at work simulating the emotional
intention of others. So with down-regulators, we
can feel the emotions they disavow and help them
experience them in the safety of the relationship.
Likewise, with up-regulators, if we can stay calm in
the face of their emotional overwhelm, not only to
help them calm, but open the door to help them
experience more nuanced emotions obscured by
intense anxiety, anger or fear.
Both the attachment field and affective
neurosciences have tremendous value for clinicians
addressing social angst. By understanding our
client’s affect regulation strategies as well as our
own emotional world, we can better organize the
clinical material and develop a roadmap to greater
emotional competency.

The 5150 Raffle is held every month at the RECAMFT
general meeting. All attendees are eligible to win.
Winners please contact the person donating the service
within 6 weeks. Feel free to pass the prize to someone
else if you are not able to take advantage of the
offering. If anyone has ideas about people who might be
interested in donating future 5150 prizes, please contact
Jan Lowry-Cole at 542-7987. Enjoy! (For winners of the
raffle, please give Jan feedback about the service you
receive.)

Daniel Jay Sonkin, Ph.D., is a licensed Marriage and Family Therapist
in Sausalito, California, and is the author of numerous books and
articles. For the past 17 years he has been incorporating attachment
theory and neurobiology in his clinical work. To read the full version
of this article, visit his web site at: www.danielsonkin.com.

JOB LOSS, TRANSITION, AND
TRANSFORMATION
By Don Ross, MFT
In these times of global economic crisis, many of
our clients—and some of us—are forced to deal
with job loss. In the U.S., we males are especially
inclined to derive a major piece of our identity
from our work. So job loss may be experienced like
a death: a real personal crisis. As with any crisis,
there is both danger and opportunity. Dangers
include substance abuse, depression, and acting
out anger in unconscious destructive ways. The
opportunity here is profound soul growth: a
genuine rebirth.
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In his seminal book, Transitions, Bill Bridges points
out that the difference between change and
transition is essentially a distinction between outer
and inner. Transition, then, equals transformation
because it refers to a change at the core.
The two major transitions we all face as humans
are:
1. The maturation of the child into the status of
adult, and
2. The evolution of the adult, primarily focused
on worldly responsibilities and desires, into
the status of elder: whose main concern is
now the inner life, wisdom, and what
contribution s/he may make to the larger
society (as opposed to how much more
power, wealth, and acclaim s/he may earn).
One of the serious difficulties we face as
Westerners is that other societies and cultures
throughout history have helped individuals through
such transitions with “rites of passage,” which are
sorely lacking in our culture. Bridges declares that it
is up to us to create for ourselves our own processes,
rituals, and practices which will enable us to make
the most of times of transition—which, indeed, are
rich opportunities for growth. As therapists, we can
serve as encouraging guides to aid this process.

prolong it needlessly! To reap the riches possible
in transition, Bridges urges us to take ample time
to be alone, to journal, and to inquire deeply as to
what it is we really want in and for our lives.
III. NEW BEGINNINGS
If we have done the deep soul-searching required
for passage through the neutral zone, we may now
begin to create our new, authentic lives. This work
is best done with the help of those who love and
believe in us. If you would like to receive an article,
which includes some excellent questions to help
generate a new vision for our lives, please e-mail
me at love-and-work@comcast.net.

Ads and Announcements
Office Space
Five Offices available in an existing building used
exclusively for Therapists next to Chrysalis Counseling
Svcs for Women on Therapist Row located on 4th St. in
Santa Rosa. Call Coralee Barkela at (707) 569-1800 days
or (707) 494-6400 nights/weekends for more info.

I. ENDINGS
Transition begins with an ending. Bridges
distinguishes five phases for the ending process,
pointing out that they may not occur in this exact
order:
1. Disengagement. We disconnect, physically
or emotionally, from someone or something.
2. Dismantling. We begin to redefine ourselves
and our world in the light of this loss.
3. Disidentification. We let go of our identity in
relationship to the lost “other.”
4. Disenchantment. We free ourselves from
the “spell:” the illusion (e.g, “now I am a
success”) we had connected with the other.
5. Disorientation. We acknowledge that we
have lost our bearings and sense of direction.

Pleasant Office Suite Available, 3 comfortable offices
and a waiting room at Creekside Medical Plaza on
Montgomery Dr. A great location within walking
distance to downtown, as well as a bus line. This
courtyard office suite is available for sublet, or lease.
Please contact: Robin Anderson, PsyD 569-0808 or
Romy Brock, MFT 523-8882
Lovely Lemon Tree garden view office still has Mon, Th
&/or Fri avail. Beautifully furnished, w/sandtray.
$100/mo/day, avail May 1. Amanda 543-7007.
S.Rosa, sunny, charming small office, windows 2
sides,closets, parking, garden. Rent reduced to
$380/mo. Suitable for therapy or massage practice.
Amanda 543-7007.

II. THE NEUTRAL ZONE
This is the desert period we must go through, if we
are to be “born anew.” Since our culture does not
support surrender to experiencing “emptiness”—
the key requirement here—we tend to either “fast
forward” and abortively rush into the next thing; or
we go into “reverse,” in a futile attempt to force
our lives back to how they were. Ironically, such
attempts to hasten the process only serve to

Office Space: 1212 College Ave. Available Tuesday and
Friday. Prefer one person for both days. Call 707-5470401
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Bulletin Board

•
•
•

NAMI SUPPORT GROUP

•

Family Support Group - National Alliance on Mental
Health (NAMI)
Time: 6:00 – 7:30 P.M. Every 1st and 3rd Thursdays
Cost: Free

•

To lend support through showing understanding
and empathy
To share insights about similarities of experiences.
To solve problems by using the combined wisdom
of group members
To celebrate good times and “be there” during bad
ones
Location: 109 C Street, Downtown Petaluma
(Corner 1st St. and C St.)

Design short-term

ADVERTISE YOUR
SPECIAL SKILLS
COLLEAGUES MIGHT
ALUE HERE.

groups that will provide
psycho-education and
advertise them here.

NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES
Line ads and announcements:
Members - $5 per line
Non-members - $12 per line
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
Mailing labels - Members - $65
Non-members - $125
Display ads:
Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
Half page - 4.75” x 7.5” = $110
Quarter page - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35
10% discount for 5 month ad commitment
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment
Deadlines:
Articles (500 words max) - 15th of the month
th
Advertisements - 15 of the month

RECAMFT HONORS ITS
PAST PRESIDENTS
Kate Maxwell
Gail Van Buuren
Diana Poulson
Joan Logan
Judith Goleman
Ange Stephens
Christopher Doyle
F. Michael Montgomery
Julie Green
Jan Lowry-Cole
Rhaea Maurel
Paula Hall
Kitty Chelton
Don Scully & Randi Farkas
Hari Meyers
Grace Harris
Richard Alongi
Diana Young
Andrew Leeds
Carleita Schwartz
Christine Bucholz
Thomas Hedlund
Rick Mawson

2008
2007
2005-2006
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1994-1995
1993-1994
1992-1993
1991-1992
1990-1991
1989
1988
1987
1986
1982-1985
1980-1982

For more information call, fax, or email the office at:
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org
NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMERS
The opinions and points of view in the articles
contained herein do not necessarily reflect that of the
Board of Directors of RECAMFT or of CAMFT.
Authors’ contact information is included. Submitted
articles are may be edited and are published at our
discretion depending on space and relevance to our
readers’ professional interests.
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REDWOOD EMPIRE CHAPTER, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
OF MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPISTS
PO BOX 2443, SEBASTOPOL, CA 95473
The
Redwood
Empire

Therapist

Telephone/Fax: 707 575-0596
Email: therapy@recamft.org
Website: www.recamft.org
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

There is a $5.00 fee at RECAMFT speaker meetings for non-members.

IN THIS ISSUE
 Upcoming Meetings to note in your calendar on the Front Page
 Read more about AEDP on page 3 as Karen Pando-Mars discusses one aspect of this
dynamic psychotherapy. Register for the workshop now!
 Don Scully, MFT, will present Key Elements of Working with Groups on May 8th at
Odd Fellows Hall at our RECAMFT meeting. Make time in your calendar!
 Angst and the Economy issues as described by Daniel Sonkin, Ph.D. – page 6
 Margaret Newport gives us a personal and up-close experience as she completes
her Crisis Intervention story of a small community struck by disaster on page 4.
 Don Ross, MFT describes important aspects of dealing with transitions in these
unsettled times using Bridges’ book by that title on page 7.
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